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Perils of Forecasting

• Telegraph → “kinship of humanity” (1881).

• Telephone → “abolish loneliness” (c. 1890-1910).

•Rural mail, telephone, automobile, radio → keep 
youth on the farm (c. 1890-1940).
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Overview

•My charge: The long view

•Dealing with distance: 
--- Moving;  staying near;  contact

• The quality of social bonds

• The role of technology

•What about Covid?

•Closing thoughts
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Dealing with distance: Fewer moving homes

•Despite popular views, western people move less and 
less often

•Data from U.S.

• Elsewhere, too

•Why less moving?
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Dealing with distance: Fewer moving homes

• Two general implications (among many):

•Daily distances up, lifetime distances down

•Place over space
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Dealing with distance: Being near kin & friends

•A place’s value includes the kin & friends there

•People are nearer to kin& friends than one might expect

•People are increasingly staying near
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Dealing with distance: Staying in touch

•High rates of contact—in-person, esp. via e-media

• Trends for in-person are largely flat

• Trends for all contacts are up
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Dealing with distance: cautions & questions

•Distance still matters, especially for less advantaged

•Questions about the quality of social ties
--- The matter of chosen ties

•Questions about loneliness
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Thinking about communications technology

•Complexities and paradoxes…. e.g., …
•Cosmopolitanism, but also localism
• Transnationalism
•Distant ties are more valued
•How technology coerces

• Effects of the Internet?
•Making distinctions: Uses and users.
•Magnification
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What about Covid-19?

•During Covid – data coming in
• The big experiment
• e-Technology and social ties

•After Covid – speculations
•Work from home and urban development?
•Personal ties?
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Closing thoughts

•Distance becomes more manageable

• Technology used for management of personal ties

•Used to pursue long-lasting preferences

•Which can lead to paradoxes like increasing “place-ism”
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Toda rabbah.     
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